Abstract
In spite of much research effort, there is no universally applicable software reliability growth model which can be trusted to give accurate predictions of reliability in all circumstances.
Worse, we are not even in a position to be abl_ to decide a priori which of the many models is most suitable in a particular context. Our own r_ecent work has tried to resolve this problem by developing techniques-whereby, for eccch program, the accuracy of various models can be analysed.
A user is thus enabled to select that model which is giving the most accurate reliability predictf-ons for the particular program under examination.
One_of these ways of analysing predictive accuracy, which we callthe uplot, in fact allows a user to estimate the relationship between the predicted reliability and the true reliability.
In this paper we show how this can be used to improve reliability predictions in a completely general way by a process of recalibration. Simulation results show that the technique gives improved reliability predictions in a large proportion of cases. However, a user does not need to trust the efficacy of recalibration, since the new reliability estimates produced by the technique are truly predictive and so their accuracy in a particular application can be judged using the earlier methods.
The generality of this approach would therefore suggest that it be applied as a matter of course whenever a software reliability model is used. At stagei, whenobservations tl, t2.... , ti-I havebeenmadeof the first i-1 inter-failure times,theobjectiveis to predictfuturefailure behaviourrepresented by the unobserved In principle, it ought to be possible to analyse each of the three stages separately so as to gain trust in (or to mistrust) the predictions. Unfortunately, it is our experience that this is not possible. There are several reasons.
In the In'stplace,themodels are usually too complicated for a traditional 'goodness-offit' approach to be attempted. If we knew that thesedeviations between predicted and actual behaviour were consistent,we could attemptto measurethe degreeof optimism (or pessimism)and improvefuturepredictionsby takingaccountof this tendency.It is this ideawhich we shall develop in the next section. Before we do that, we shall briefly describethe prequentiallikelihood function (PL) which is a generalmechanismfor comparingthe accuracyof predictionsystems.
The PL is definedasfollows. Thepredictivedistribution _i(t) for Ti basedon t 1, t2..... ti_1 will beassumed to havea probabilitydensityfunction(pd0 
Notice how, in a fashion analogous to the calculation of the u sequence, the individual contributions to the prequential likelihood are obtained by substitution into the predictor pdf for Ti of the the later-observed realisation ti. Dawid [7] shows that if PLRn ---) oo will tend to give a smaller PL than would otherwise be the case.
To summarise, the PLR can be regarded as a general procedure for choosing the best prediction system for a particular data source. The u-plot is a means of indicating a particular kind of consistentinaccuracyof prediction which could be a contributory factor in poor predictive accuracy. Thus a poor u-plot might suggestthat poor predictiveaccuracy(represented by a poorprequentiallikelihood) is dueto consistent bias. For sucha case,we shall showin the next sectionhow it is possibleto remove the biasandsoimprovetheaccuracy of reliability predictions.
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Recalibration of predictions
Consider a prediction _bi(t) of the random variable Ti, when the true (unknown) distribution is Fi(t). Let the relationship between these be represented by the function Gi where
Obviously, if we knew Gi we could recover the true distribution of Ti from the inaccurate predictor, _i(ti). The key notion in our recalibration approach is that in many cases the sequence { Gi } is approximately stationary, i.e. it is only slowly changing in i.
If the sequence were completely stationary, i.e. Gi = G for all i, we would have a more precise interpretation of the idea of 'consistent bias' used in the previous section. We would also have the possibility of estimating the common G from past predictions and using it to improve the accuracy of future predictions.
Of course, in practice such complete stationarity is unlikely to be achieved. However, it does seem to be the case that the sequence changes only slowly in many cases. This opens up the possibility of approximating Gi with an estimate Gi* and so forming a new prediction
A suitable estimator for Gi is suggested by the observation that Gi is the distribution function of Ui = t}i(Ti). We shall therefore base our estimate Gi* on the u-plot, calculated from predictions which have been made prior to Ti, which is the sample cdf formed from the ujs for j<i. The new prediction (5) recalibrates the raw model output, l_i(ti), in the light of our knowledgeof the accuracyof past predictionsfor the data sourceunderstudy. The newprocedureis thereforea truly predictiveone, 'learning' from pasterrors.
The simplestform for Gi* is theu-plot with stepsjoined up to form a polygon ( Figure   2 ). Later we shall considera versionwhich is smoothed usinga splinetechnique.The completeprocedurefor forming arecalibrated predictionfor thenexttime to failure,Ti, is then:
Stage1
Check that error in previous predictionsis approximatelystationary.
(See [1] for a plotting technique, the y-plot, which detects nonstationarity,althoughwe shall seelater that recalibrationoften works well evenin thepresence of non-stationarity)
Stage2
Find u-plot for predictionsmadebefore Ti, i.e. based on tl, t2,.
• ti-1, and join up the steps to form a polygon, Gi*.
Stage 3 Use the basic prediction system to make a 'raw' prediction, l_i(ti).
Stage 4 Recalibrate the raw prediction using (5).
This whole procedure can be repeated at each stage so that the functions Gi* used for recalibration will be based on more information about past errors as i increases. For the simple joined-up u-plot this is not computationally onerous: by far the greatest computational effort is needed for the statistical inference procedures used to obtain the raw model predictions.
It is important to emphasise that the procedure described above does in fact produce a genuine prediction system in the sense described earlier: at each stage we are using only past observations to make predictions about the unobserved future failure behaviour. Figure 4 ; the remaining two are close to the LV plot in Figure 4 . A user might conclude that the seven models which give similar answers are closer to the truth than the more isolated pair, but this would be wrong.
In fact for this data set none is giving acceptable answers. This is
shown by the u-plots for JM and LV predictions in Figure  5 . 
All nine raw u-plots have Kolmogorov distances which are significant well beyond the tabulated 1%. After recalibration, all the distances have been more than halved and none are significant at this high level. Figure 6 shows the dramatic improvement given by recalibration on the JM and LV u-plots in comparison with the raw predictions (see Figure  5 ). j+n j+n
from (5), letting gi* denote the derivative of Gi*.
Unfortunately, since Gi* is a polygon, its derivative gi* is discontinuous. This meansthat _'i* is also discontinuous: Figure 8 showsan exampleof this problem. obtainingan estimateof a cdf from a finite randomsample.Thereareseveral waysin which this canbe donesothat theestimatoris differentiableandso hasa smoothpdf.
We could,for example, fit anappropriate parametricfamily of distributionsto thedata.
An exampleis the family of Beta(a,13) distributionswith pdf
This is a fairly flexible family, but it is not sufficiently wide to represent all the general shapes of u-plots which we have encountered in practice (see [5] for an example). This seems likely to be a problem with other candidate parametric families of distributions.
Another, less important, difficulty is that the evaluation of the cdf is not easy for certain regions of the parameter space.
The need for a method of fitting a very general class of u-plot data suggests the use of 
so that both parametric functions will have domain [0,1].
We now have two sets of data, {xi, Pi} and {Yi, Pi}, to each of which we fit a three knot least-squares cubic spline; call these x = x(p) and y = y(p). These splines are each constrained so that x(p) and y(p) are strictly increasing functions taking values between 0 and 1 for p in (0, 1), with x(0) = y(0) = 0 and x(1) = y(1) = 1. It follows that the function defined parametrically as (x(p), y(p)) is also strictly increasing between 0 and 1. We call this function the parametric spline and it has the properties of a cdf. More importantly for our needs, it is everywhere differentiable with a smooth derivative.
This means that if we use this function to recalibrate software reliability predictions we are certain to obtain a smooth recalibrated predictive density. We can therefore use prequential likelihoodasa criterionof predictiveaccuracy andbeconfidentthatwe shall not encounter thedifficultieswe metwith thepolygonal joined-upu-plot.
Clearly,usingthis splineis moretediousthanrecalibratingpredictionsfrom thejoinedup u-plot; detailscanbefoundin [5] . However,run timesaregenerallymuchlessthan arerequiredfor the original raw predictions. Sincetheseraw predictionsmustalways be computed,the small overheadinvolved in using the spline is worthwhile. Most importantlythis techniqueallowsa userto determine, via prequential analysis, whether the recalibrated predictionsareobjectivelybetterthantheraw onesfor a particulardata source.It alsosimilarly allowscomparisons to bemadebetweendifferentrecalibrated predictionsystems.Suchknowledgeaboutthe performancein a particularinstanceis more valuable than the generalassertionsof efficacy which come from the earlier simulationexercise.
To distinguishit from the earlierpolygonalG*, we shall denotethe spline smoothed recalibratingfunctionby G**. Therecalibrated predictionsarethen _i**(t) = Gi**[ _:i(t)] (10) Table 2 showsthe u-plot and y-plot Kolmogorov distancesfor the samedata setsas thoseusedin Table1. It canbeseenthatthe entriesin the two tablesarevery similar. This is to be expectedsincethe splinerecalibratedpredictivedistribution function is designedto be a smooth function close to the joined-up recalibrated predictive distribution. If these two functions are close, the u's based on them will be close and thus so will the plots. In practical terms this means that the predictions of probabilities from the two techniques will be very similar, and in particular their medians are very close (compare Figure 9 with Figure 7 ). However, their predictions of probability densities will be very different: it is this difference we wish to exploit in the use of the prequential likelihood for the spline version.
In Figure 10 the evolution of the prequential likelihood ratios is shown for the various recalibrated predictions against raw model predictions. Notice how, for LV, the prequential likelihood seems to be suggesting that the joined-up recalibrated predictions are worse than the raw ones. This is a dramatic example of the effect of the discontinuity of joined-up recalibrated probability densities upon the likelihood: it causes a spurious rejection of these recalibrated predictions in favour of those from the raw model. That this is, indeed, spurious can be seen from the behaviour of the spline recalibrated predictions: there is overwhelming evidence that the LV**:LV prequential likelihood ratio is increasingrapidly (it has reachedmore than e40 during these predictions!). A usercould thereforebevery confidentthattheLV** predictionshere aremoreaccurate thantheLV ones.
A comparisonof JM** andJM is evenmoredramatic:the PLR reachese90over the rangeof predictionsshown. This is partly dueto the fact_hatraw JM predictionsare significantly lessaccuratethan thoseof raw LV (althoughboth are bad from u-plot evidence). Thus JM starts off with more room for improvement. In fact, after recalibration, the two spline predictors LV** and JM** have comparable accuracy on the prequential likelihood evidence, with slight evidence of superiority for JM**. Figure 11 shows an example of recalibrated probability .0499A
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